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Neolithic, ca. 2000 B.C.

Ornament; small rounded plaque with straight base;

obverse slightly convex; reverse slightly concave

with three double per^^orations; mottled olive green

and yellowish tan; profuse white incrustation; deco

ration: carved in low relief, a stylized face worn

smooth, only the eyes and mouth discernible. Box.

Height: .055 (2-3/16")

V/idth: .066 (2-5/8")

Neg.No
39IB8

1. Bought from Seaouke Yue, of Shanghai, in New

York. For price, see Original Miscellaneous List, p. 302.

2. Original attribution: Hsia. See further, S.I.

1320, Appendix VIII. Excavated from the Anki in Chekiang Prov.

3. Sp. G. is 2.955.

(A.G.V/enley, 19^6) Period uncertain. Of.

16.511, 17.378c and 17.373d-

5. (W.B.Trousdale, 196k) Chou dynasty, V/estern

Chou, 9th-8th century B.C.

6. (T.Lawton, 1978} For an illustration of a

similar jade plaque unearthed from a Liang-chu ^ culture
site in the Hangchou Bay region of Chekiang province, see



17.380

K'ao-ku t'unq-hsOn, 1957, no. 2, pi. 12, fig, 15. Although the Liang-

chu culture is primarily a neolithic culture, considered part of the

Lung-shan neolithic culture, its sites also yielded later artifacts,

including Chou and Han jades.

7. (Julia Murray, 1980) Attribution is changed from Western

Chou to Neolithic, ca. 2000 B.C.

8. (Julia Murray, 1982) This plaque may be seen as a smaller,

more simply decorated version of the type represented by 16.511

(see folder sheet), whose surface design includes incised meanders on the

raised features as well as incised arms-with-claws beside and below the

"face." The smooth, low-relief elements composing the face on plaque

17.380 are seen again on Freer tsung (or bracelet) 17.384 ;

also on an angular plaque of a different shape (similar to PGA 17.382 )

excavated at asite belonging to the Liang-chu ^ culture
in Kiangsu province, at Tsan-miao, Chiang-ning "Si

(See line drawing in Kao-ku 1981/3, p. 197, fig. 7).

Also related to plaque 17.380 are 17,378C

and 17.378D -jp Freer collection. These are smaller, undecorated,

and wider relative to height than either 17.380 or 16.511.

Like the excavated example cited in Lawton's note above, all four plaques

are drilled in back with three pairs of holes for attachment or stringing

together with other pendant elements.


